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What is grayscale coloring? Simply put, it is an easy and amazing way to add professional shading

to your coloring, without having to add the shade yourself! The complex gray tones add variance

and depth to your art, taking your adult coloring to the next level, resulting in pictures you'll be proud

to share.   View our YouTube video showing all pages at: youtu.be/GgEsjdMP3kA  (copy and paste

the link into your web browser) Includes 24 gorgeous designs Printed on one side only Full size

(8.5" x 11"), pure white 60lb. paper
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The images in this book are really fun to color and I was able to come up with what I think are pretty

good looking pieces, considering I am fairly new to grayscale. I found my Marco Raffines did a nice

job covering just enough, but not too much of the grayscale. Would love a volume 2!

https://www..com/dp/1533699240/ref=cm_cr_ryp_prd_ttl_sol_2 I love this book and the variety of

pictures it has to color. I will give me many days of enjoyment and relaxation. I like that they are only

printed on one side of the page and that it is good weight of paper so I can use both colored pencil

and pens or markers on the picture with out worrying about ruining the next page. I also like the gray

scale. I can either let it do all the shading for me and use a few colors or I can go deeper and use

more colors and get depth for a truly realistic piece of art work. Someday I will get copies made of

my work (figure out how to copy them to my computer)and post them. I am getting better at it that I

feel I can start sharing my finished work.



The pictures are great. The paper however in this book is poor quality. If they just would have taken

it a step further with better paper this would have been 5 stars. Now i have to copy these onto a

card stock paper in order to color them.

I got this book today and absolutely love it. Great quality pages. It just completely awesome. Would I

buy it again YES

I LOVE my book, I just started on my first page out of this book!!!Can't wait to keep going!!Every

page is perfect, I know which one I'll start with!Most beautiful ever. :-)How do I submit a picture? :-)

The pictures are awesome, but the paper is so awful that the book is unusable, at least for me. It's

like the cheapest form of newsprint. Don't waste your money!!!

This coloring book is amazing. With the shading already in the picture, when you color it the picture

looks as if you did the shading and so professional. Wonderful relaxing time....love it!!

I found out I do not like these grayscale portrait coloring books, have 2 or 3 now. They just do not

have clear enough detail to color it correctly. I will not buy anymore of these.
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